Change To Open Class

Show: __________________________ Day/Date: __________

I hereby certify that the dog indicated is not eligible for the original class entered due to:

_____________________________________________________________________________

When eligibility of the class is defined by the individual handling the dog (Bred-By-Exhibitor and Amateur Owner Handler), a dog may be moved to an eligible Open class if an eligible exhibitor is not able to handle the dog. Violations of this allowance will subject the dog to having its awards cancelled for the event. The restriction does not apply to dogs moved to the Open class for eligibility reasons not related to the exhibitor (i.e. dog age, foreign dog, Champion, etc.).

Breed: __________________________

Original Class: __________

Open Class Division if any: __________

Ring# _____ Time: _____ Armband# _____

Printed Name: __________________________

Signature: __________________________

Money Collected: $__________________

Initialed by Superintendent/Secretary: __________